
Disabled Bargee Travellers – know your rights

If you have a disability, are older, or are pregnant, you are entitled under the Equality Act 
2010 not to have the enforcement policies and procedures of Canal & River Trust (CRT) or
any other authority applied to you in the same way as they would be applied to the 
majority. For example, this means CRT cannot tell you that you should not be living on a 
boat because you are disabled, “too old” or pregnant. These rights are in addition to the 
rights of all boaters without home moorings on CRT waterways to stay in one place longer 
than 14 days if it is “reasonable in the circumstances”. As a result of campaigning by the 
National Bargee Travellers Association (NBTA) and other groups, CRT has now adopted a 
standard procedure for assessing and agreeing adjustments to its enforcement procedure 
for boaters with disabilities.

Direct, combined and indirect discrimination defined by the Equality Act 2010

According to Sections 13 and 14 of the Equality Act 2010, direct discrimination occurs if a 
person is treated less favourably than others because of one or more of the protected 
characteristics defined in the Equality Act 2010. 

According to Section 19 of the Equality Act 2010, indirect discrimination occurs if a 
provision, criterion or practice is applied to a person with a protected characteristic and 
puts them at a substantial disadvantage compared to the application of the provision, 
criterion or practice to a person who does not share that protected characteristic, and the 
person or organisation applying the provision, criterion or practice cannot show that it is 
proportionate a means of achieving a legitimate aim. The protected characteristics that are
most affected by navigation authorities' enforcement practice are disability, age, pregnancy
and maternity.

Termination of the boat licence following enforcement action by CRT is a substantial 
disadvantage in that it automatically leads to action under Section 8 of the British 
Waterways Act 1983 that evicts the boat dweller and their boat from CRT waterways for 
life by means of an court order and an injunction. This obviously renders the boat dweller 
homeless (because CRT controls 80% of the UK's inland waterways) and puts the boat 
dweller at substantial risk of losing their boat altogether by having it seized by CRT under 
Section 8 of the 1983 Act if they cannot remove it themselves. 

Disability discrimination, what is a disability and 'reasonable adjustments'

A disability is defined by Section 6 and Schedule 1 of the Equality Act 2010 as a physical 
or mental impairment that has a substantial and long-term adverse effect on a person's 
ability to carry out normal day-to-day activities that has lasted for more than 12 months. 
You don't need to be registered disabled or to have a Blue Badge or to receive disability 
benefits to be included in this definition.

CRT would be discriminating directly against a disabled boater contrary to Section 15 and 
Schedule 2 of the Equality Act 2010 if it treated the boater unfavourably because of their 
disability by taking enforcement action against them for allegedly failing to comply with 
section 17(3)(c)(ii) of the British Waterways Act 1995 in circumstances where an non-
disabled boater would be able to comply. 

Section 19 and Schedule 2 of the Equality Act 2010 mean that CRT is required not to 
apply its enforcement procedure to a boater with a disability in a way that puts them at a 



substantial disadvantage compared to persons who are not disabled. In other words, if a 
boater with a disability is unable to comply with Section 17 3 c ii of the British Waterways 
Act 1995 in circumstances where an non-disabled person would be able to comply, CRT is
not entitled to terminate their boat licence. 

Sections 20 and 21 of the Equality Act 2010 mean that CRT is required to take such steps 
as are reasonable ("reasonable adjustments") to avoid putting boaters with disabilities at a 
substantial disadvantage compared to persons who are not disabled. This is because 
CRT's enforcement of Section 17 3 c ii would result in the removal of their home from its 
waterways if applied to the disabled boater in the same way that it is applied to boaters 
who are not disabled. A boater with a disability is entitled to tell CRT what adjustments they
require and CRT is required to make these adjustments if they are deemed reasonable. 
Reasonable cannot be defined in advance, but if an adjustment is recommended by a GP 
this should be taken as reasonable.

Section 20 of the Equality Act 2010 means that CRT is not entitled to require a disabled 
person to pay any of its costs in complying with its duty to make reasonable adjustments, 
because to do so would be discrimination in itself. Therefore CRT is not entitled to charge 
a disabled boater for staying longer than 14 days in one place, or to require the disabled 
boater to pay for a temporary or permanent mooring, where an non-disabled boater would 
not need that service and therefore would not be asked to pay for it.

Examples of 'reasonable adjustments'

The National Bargee Travellers Association has assisted a number of boat dwellers 
without home moorings to negotiate 'reasonable adjustments' to CRT's enforcement 
procedure. For example, a boater who uses a mobility scooter is now able to use visitor 
moorings for 14 days at a time without attracting enforcement action, because he needs to
be moored on a hard edge to get the mobility scooter on and off the boat.

Age and combined age and disability discrimination

CRT would be discriminating directly against an older boater contrary to Section 13 of the 
Equality Act 2010 if it treated the boater unfavourably because of their age by taking 
enforcement action against them for allegedly failing to comply with section 17(3)(c)(ii) of 
the British Waterways Act 1995 in circumstances where a younger boater would be able to
comply. For example, some older boaters are less physically strong than younger people 
and may not be able to travel as far, or as safely in adverse weather conditions; they may 
not be able to travel without crew or may need to remain within reach of medical treatment 
for age-related conditions that do not amount to a disability.

CRT would be discriminating directly against an older boater who was also disabled 
contrary to Sections 13 and 14 of the Equality Act 2010 if it treated the boater unfavourably
because of their combined age and disability by taking enforcement action against them 
for allegedly failing to comply with section 17(3)(c)(ii) of the British Waterways Act 1995 in 
circumstances where a younger boater without that disability would be able to comply.

According to Section 19 of the Equality Act 2010, CRT is required not to apply its 
enforcement procedure to an older boater in a way that puts them at a substantial 
disadvantage compared to persons who are younger and who are not disabled. In other 
words, if an older boater is unable to comply with Section 17 3 c ii of the British Waterways
Act 1995 in circumstances where a younger person would be able to comply, CRT is not 



entitled to terminate their boat licence.

According to Section 19 of the Equality Act 2010, CRT is required not to apply its 
enforcement procedure to an older boater with a disability in a way that puts them at a 
substantial disadvantage compared to persons who are younger and who are not disabled.
In other words, if an older boater with a disability is unable to comply with Section 17 3 c ii 
of the British Waterways Act 1995 in circumstances where a younger person without that 
disability would be able to comply, CRT is not entitled to terminate their boat licence.

Discrimination on the grounds of pregnancy and maternity

CRT would be discriminating directly against a boat dweller who was pregnant or who has 
given birth within 26 weeks contrary to Sections 13 and 17 of the Equality Act 2010 if it 
treated the boater unfavourably because of the pregnancy or birth by taking enforcement 
action against them for allegedly failing to comply with Section 17 3 c ii of the British 
Waterways Act 1995 in circumstances where a boater who was not pregnant or who had 
not given birth would be able to comply. These circumstances include needing to moor in a
place where the pregnant woman is able to get on and off the boat safely without needing 
to walk across a plank; where she needs to stay in a place where the health visitor is 
willing to visit her and the baby, and being unable to travel safely with a baby without a 
second or third adult being present.

According to Sections 17 and 19 of the Equality Act 2010, CRT is required not to apply its 
enforcement procedure to a boat dweller who is pregnant or has given birth within 26 
weeks in a way that puts her at a substantial disadvantage compared to a boater who is 
not pregnant or who has not given birth. In other words, if a boat dweller who is pregnant 
or who has given birth is unable to comply with Section 17 3 c ii of the British Waterways 
Act 1995 in circumstances where a boater who is not pregnant or who has not given birth 
would be able to comply, CRT is not entitled to terminate her boat licence.

Contracts

Section 142 of the Equality Act 2010 provides that a term of a contract (such as the 
General Terms and Conditions of Boat Licences) is unenforceable against a person in so 
far as it constitutes, promotes or provides for treatment of that or another person that is of 
a description prohibited by the Act. It also provides that a relevant non-contractual term 
(such as advisory guidance) is unenforceable against a person in so far as it constitutes, 
promotes or provides for treatment of that or another person that is of a description 
prohibited by the Equality Act 2010, insofar as the Act relates to disability. Section 144 of 
the Equality Act 2010 provides that a term of a contract is unenforceable by a person in 
whose favour it would operate in so far as it purports to exclude or limit a provision of or 
that is made under the Act.

Public Sector Equality Duty

Section 149 of the Equality Act 2010 provides for the Public Sector Equality Duty whereby 
a public authority and a person who is not a public authority but who exercises public 
functions (such as CRT) must, in the exercise of its functions, have due regard to:
a) eliminate discrimination, harassment, victimisation and any other conduct prohibited 
under the Act;
b) advance equality of opportunity between persons who share a relevant protected 
characteristic and persons who do not share it and



c) foster good relations between persons who share a relevant protected characteristic 
and persons who do not share it.

What to do if CRT violates your Equality Act rights

CRT may take enforcement action against you because you cannot comply with Section 
17 3 c ii because of age, disability, pregnancy or maternity. CRT may also refuse to agree 
to the reasonable adjustments that you need and as a result carry out enforcement action 
against you. We recommend that you pursue this by making a formal complaint to CRT on 
the grounds of discrimination, in line with CRT's complaints procedure. 

As well as the NBTA, you can get advice and assistance from the Equality Advisory 
Service (EAS): the advice, guidance and mediation arm of the Equality and Human Rights 
Commission https://www.equalityadvisoryservice.com/. The EAS can assist you to write a 
complaint and will also help you to negotiate with CRT. If there is a law centre in your area 
it will also provide this assistance. Below is a template complaint letter.

United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities

Pursuant to Article 19 of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with 
Disabilities, boat dwellers with disabilities have the right to live in the community and to 
choose their place of residence; they are not obliged to live in any particular living 
arrangement, and they are entitled to support to facilitate living and inclusion in the 
community. The UK is a signatory to this Convention. Therefore, CRT is not entitled to 
dictate that a boat dweller with a disability should not continue to live on their boat. CRT is 
obliged to facilitate their choice to live on their boat, and it is obliged to make the use of the
waterways available to them on an equal basis to the general population in a way that is 
responsive to their needs. 

The British Waterways Act 1995

Section 17 3 c ii of the British Waterways Act 1995 states that a boater without a home 
mooring is entitled to stay longer than 14 days in a place if it is reasonable in the 
circumstances. This is not qualified by any power to charge for a longer stay, to confer or 
withhold permission, or to limit the circumstances that are deemed reasonable. 
"Reasonable" and "circumstances" are not defined in the Act, and nor does the Act set a 
limit on how much longer a boater can stay in one place. There is case law (Moore v 
British Waterways [2013] EWCA Civ 73, paragraph 63) that establishes the principle that 
"reasonable" cannot be defined in advance. There is also case law establishing the 
principle that a public body must have express authority in statute to levy charges 
(McCarthy and Stone (Developments) Ltd v Richmond upon Thames LBC [1989] UKHL 4).
Any reasonable person would agree that a boater who needs access to ongoing medical 
treatment, who has been hospitalised, who is ill or who cannot navigate because of a 
disability, age, an injury, pregnancy or responsibility for children has the right to stay for 
longer than 14 days in one place without further charge, and should not be subject to 
enforcement action.

See https://www.equalityadvisoryservice.com/

CRT's process for agreeing reasonable adjustments is here 
https://canalrivertrust.org.uk/media/original/34378-equality-act-reasonable-adjustment-
policy.pdf?v=c8b5bf

https://canalrivertrust.org.uk/media/original/34378-equality-act-reasonable-adjustment-policy.pdf?v=c8b5bf
https://canalrivertrust.org.uk/media/original/34378-equality-act-reasonable-adjustment-policy.pdf?v=c8b5bf
https://www.equalityadvisoryservice.com/


Here is a template complaint and request for reasonable adjustments:

Matthew Aymes
Boat Licence Customer Support Manager
Canal & River Trust, 
National Waterways Museum,
South Pier Road, 
Ellesmere Port, 
Cheshire CH65 4FW.

matthew.aymes@canalrivertrust.org.uk 

Dear Mr Aymes 

BOAT NAME..... INDEX NO....

This is a Level 1 complaint in line with your complaints procedure. 

I am not satisfied with the way that I have been treated by the Canal & River Trust. I wish 
to inform you that I have a disability. 

CRT has discriminated directly against me contrary to Section 15 of the Equality Act 2010. 
CRT has treated me unfavourably because of my disability in taking enforcement action 
against me for allegedly failing to comply with section 17 3 c ii of the British Waterways Act
1995 in circumstances where an able-bodied boater would be able to comply. CRT has 
provided me with no justification that this treatment is a proportionate means of achieving 
a legitimate aim. 

Pursuant to Section 19 of the Equality Act 2010, CRT is required not to apply its 
enforcement procedure to me in a way that puts me at a substantial disadvantage 
compared to persons who are not disabled. In other words, if I am unable to comply with 
Section 17 3 c ii in circumstances where an able-bodied person would be able to comply, 
you are not entitled to terminate my licence. 

In addition, pursuant to Sections 20 and 21 of the Equality Act 2010 CRT is required to 
take such steps as are reasonable to avoid putting me at a substantial disadvantage 
compared to a person who is not disabled. This is because CRT's enforcement of Section 
17 3 c ii would result in the removal of my home from your waterways if you apply it to me 
in the same way that you apply it to boaters who are not disabled. You have failed to make
such reasonable adjustments. 

Pursuant to Article 19 of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with 
Disabilities, I have the right to live in the community and to choose my place of residence; I
am not obliged to live in a particular living arrangement, and I am entitled to support to 
facilitate living and inclusion in the community. The UK is a signatory to this Convention. 
Therefore, CRT is not entitled to dictate that I should not continue to live on my boat. CRT 
is obliged to facilitate my choice to live on my boat, and it is obliged to make the use of the 
waterways available to me on an equal basis to the general population in a way that is 
responsive to my needs.

In order to remedy my complaint I require you to take the following action: 



1. The reasonable adjustment that I require is _ _ _ _ _ _ 

2. I require you to cease and desist from discriminating against me directly and indirectly 
on the grounds of my disability in contravention of the Equality Act 2010. 

I look forward to your reply within 15 working days. 

Yours sincerely 

A Boater

National Bargee Travellers Association 
February 2019


